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AMHUSE Dataset
Real-time recorded signals, relevant
for emotion detection, include:
• RGB video (+ face landmarks)
• depth video (+ face landmarks)
• electrodermal activity (EDA)
• blood volume pulse (BVP)
• skin temperature (SKT)
adopting a Kinect camera system and
low-cost wearable sensors.

A Multimodal dataset for HUmour SEnsing
is the result of an experiment concerning
amusement elicitation.
Involved 36 subjects: 9 females and 27
males, with an age varying from 18 to 54
years old (µ = 26.7 and σ = 8.8).

Fig.2: Samples of all recorded signals, and detail of the physiological sensors placement (bottom-right).
The stimuli (video clips) have been chosen being aware that
people have different sense of humour. Thus each clip features a different kind of comicality:
• parody
• political satire
• sketch comedy

Fig.1: Samples of RGB recorded videos.
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Self reports were collected in terms
of discrete PAD annotations from
all the 36 subjects after each stimulus. The agreement between subjects
leads to ICC(3,k) = 0.844, obtained as
the mean of the ICC for:
• pleasure (= 0.664),
• arousal (= 0.921),
• dominance (= 0.948).
On average, the subjects had remarkable agreement on their ratings,
validating stimulus’ effectiveness.
To request AMHUSE dataset
http://amhuse.phuselab.di.unimi.it

Tab. 1: Comparison with existing multimodal datasets. In brackets the number of complete data. EEG
= electroencephalography, ECG = electrocardiogram, BVP = blood volume pulse, EDA = electrodermal
activity, R = respiration, T = temperature, G = eye gaze tracking, FP = Facial Points, AU = Action Units.

DANTE Annotation Tool
Dimensional ANnotation Tool for Emotions, is a novel webbased annotation tool for valence and arousal continuous
value in presence of recorded audio/videos.

External annotations of AMHUSE dataset
were made by 4 annotators (3 males and 1
female), and aggregated adopting the
Evaluator Weighted Estimator (EWE) [1].
It weights the annotations of each rater by her
respective agreement with the others, defining an individual evaluator confidence score.
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Fig.4: An annotation session using DANTE.
Problems with existing annotation tools include:
• recording rate not customisable;
• annotations saved only on text files;
• missing administration interface to manage annotators and videos;
• unable to create groups of annotators;
• absence of visual indication for the videos already annotated.
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To download DANTE annotation tool
https://github.com/phuselab/DANTE
Fig.3: Annotations of valence from 4 annotators and the corresponding gold standard in
dashed green line. In brackets it is shown the
evaluator score, namely the inter-rater agreement.
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